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And God said, Now Moses, this sounds impossible to you that I could provide all

this meat but you don't MXXX realize that I have quails that fly back and forth

between Palestine and Southern Africa every year. they go up one time of th4rear

they go back the other time. I can just sent and little wind and that will blow

them over Ø' here and they will bd just about 6 ft. off the ground and people

can easily knock them over and have all they want. and I can just do that with

a little shift of the wind. Why should you feel so bad, Moses. Bod didn't say

anything of the kind. God simply said to Moses, Is the Lord's hand waxed short?

Thou shalt see now whether my word shall come to pass unto thee or not. God doesn't have

to explain to us how he is going to work his will. He works his will in most un

pectedways. He makes the very wind His messengers. He 4/ uses all, the forces of

nature in ways that He chooses. He can cause things to happen in ways that we would

never dream of and he doesn't have to explain everything to us. He didn't explain it

to Moses that which seemed so impossible was quite a simple thing for God to so.

There are tremendous increases of life p( at life at various times. They have Locust

plagues in some parts of the world, where these grasshoppers come along on the ground

and the ground just looks to be moving with the thousands of them that come, and they

eat up everything in their way. God can cause these tremendous increases if he chooses

and occasionally 0 they say even today that a group of these quail will fall upon

an island in the Mediterranean and there will be thousands of them there. God had this

all planed and prepared before eternity tomeet this situation. They were there. God

does not ordinarily work in bizzaire means. He send polar bears down to walk

about in Egypt as part of the plagues of Egypt. He ordirarily uses the situation that

there is, but just a little twist on God's part can produce results that we would never

dream of. They say that in the time of the French Revolution, there was a man who stood
many

in the Dhamber of Deputies 0W in Paris one day and, you know most of them there were

trying to turn away from God entirely, they said, We don't like this idea of the week.
This
Z/old Hebrew idea of the 7 day weeks we're going to have a ten day wek. And then

they found it just didn't work. They had to go back. because God had given the 7 day
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